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Queen’s Baton run - 001 our Kaye from Nubeena
Kaye Fox, a long term VAO from Nubeena
Ambulance Unit, was chosen to run the first leg
of the regional tour of the Queen’s Baton on its
journey to the Gold Coast for the
Commonwealth Games.
Kaye was nominated by a member of the
community and selected by a panel who
decided the Queen’s Baton participants on
merit (service to community, outstanding
achievements etc.). Kaye has always been an
integral part of her community, she is a member
of the Lions Club, ex-servicemen’s club,
involved with the community nursing home and
swimming within her community to mention a
few.
She has been a VAO for many years as a
rural volunteer and still continues to work as a
VAO with Paramedics. Kaye has been awarded
the Ambulance Service Medal and also the
Pride of Australia Medal.
It was a very early start with Kaye, her family
and friends needing to be at the Port Arthur site for a photo shoot at 0615 then the baton run
began. From there the baton went on to Clarence then Glenorchy.
Once again Kaye you have done us proud. May you enjoy the Commonwealth Games
knowing that the baton was in your hands for part of its long journey to the Gold Coast.
Cheryl Wilson – Sorell Unit
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ON MY SOAPBOX
I think summer really has switched off, we’ve
had lots of strong winds and very welcome rain
here in the north east.
Did you watch the Commonwealth Games? I
love the fact that the ‘Para’ Games were
included in the one event and that meant good
TV coverage of some amazing people. Earlier in
the year I was disgusted by the fact that
coverage of the Winter Olympics was all day,
everyday and yet the ‘Para Olympics’ were
given an hour each day and that was around
11pm.
Every quarter I have First Response emails
bouncing back to me! I can only send the
newsletter to the email address I have been
given - I don’t come from Krypton so if you have
changed your email address PLEASE LET ME
KNOW.
And while I’m having a moan, I need you to
send me your news (particularly now that I am
no longer a VAO and not on the VAOAT Board).
So if there is something you think I have missed
out, it could well be because I was unaware of it
- back to the Krypton problem!
The weather is cooling down rapidly and I
hope you are prepared for it - my thicker doona
and flannelette sheets have made
an appearance. Keep warm☺
Bye for now, Margaret

TANIA RATTRAY MLC
Independent Member for McIntyre
Legislative Council
Proudly assisting the production of the
newsletter for the Volunteer Ambulance
Officers Association of Tasmania.
Electorate Office:
16 King St, Scottsdale
Ph: 6350 5000
Mob: 0427 523 412
Fax: 6350 5002
Email: tania.rattray@parliament.tas.gov.au
War does not determine who
is right, only who is left.

Critical Incident Stress
Management
Helping normal people get over normal
reactions to abnormal events.

24 Hour Contact: 0427 181 207
Services:

Being happy doesn't mean
everything's perfect,
but that you've decided to see
beyond the imperfections.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Education & information sessions
Defusing & on scene support
Group debriefing
Individual debriefing
Follow-up assistance
Advice to partners, families & friends

3 Ways to Activate the Team:
• Contact your communications/control

How Much Do You Know?
A person who knows not, and knows not that
he knows not, is foolish. Disregard him.
A person who knows not, and knows that he
knows not, is simple. Teach him.
A person who knows not, but believes that he
knows, is dangerous. Avoid him.
A person who knows, but does not know that
he knows, is asleep. Awake him.
A person who knows, and knows that he
knows, is wise. Follow him.
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room and request the CISM
Programme
• Contact a Programme member who is
known to you
• Phone 0427 181 207 direct

Tasmanian Emergency
Services

To all VAOs from the VAOAT Board

At the 2017 mini Gathering held in Campbell Town, the board received a strong message that
Gatherings should continue to be a part of our offerings. It was stated that the way that Gatherings
and the program(s) that have been run in the past could be reviewed.
Our CE, Neil Kirby has publicly stated that "Every single day Volunteer Ambulance
Officers collectively contribute 1,000 hours of their time responding to from helping sick
children to major car accident" (You can read his full statement on the VAOAT website )
That equates to 730 hours per VAO, per year! (The ABS indicates that the average Australian
volunteers 137 hours per year). It is important then when we ask all VAOs to join us at a Gathering that the time is well spent and that the program is filled with what YOU think is important, beneficial
and fun.
The Board would like to see 100 VAOs at the G18.
• What type of programs and events would attract you and your colleagues to attend?
• Are you able to provide a guide as to any suitable outside speakers and /or
subjects that would attract you to the Gathering?
We ask that you contact us via email if you think that your unit would like to host G18 or G19.
Contact us if you have a program idea - advise us by email and we will have a general discussion as
to how we may progress this matter. The attached is a guide only and may be changed at will.
Please keep in mind that we must hold the AGM and a GM over the course of the Gathering.
All Board members are available for a discussion on this or any other matter at any time. For
contact details of all Board members, please visit the VAOAT website or contact our Secretary, Phil
Dickinson
Jack Van Tatenhove, Treasurer
M: 0467 546 865

Be the officer, not the patient.

Story of Four People
This is the story of four people named
Everybody, Somebody, Anybody, and Nobody.
There was an important job to be done and
Everybody was asked to do it. Anybody could
have done it, but Nobody did it.
Somebody got angry about that, because it
was Everybody's job. Everybody thought
Anybody could do it, but Nobody realized that
Everybody wouldn't do it.
Consequently, it wound up that Nobody told
Anybody, so Everybody blamed Somebody.

THINK SAFETY!
SA Ambulance Service
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Summary of Minutes
from
VAOAT Board meeting held on 18th February 2018
Present:

Phil Dickinson, Jack Spinks, Jack van Tatenhove, Cheryl Wilson, Jan Gursanscky,
Wayne Doran.

Due to Leith being an apology Phil Dickenson was Acting Chairman.
Phil welcomed the new Board members – Jan and Keith
Apologies: Leith McHarry, Sue George, Keith Parker.
Matters discussed:
• National Working Group on Spontaneous Volunteer Management – Cheryl reported that the
process has been completed, the report has been published and VAOAT to receive a copy.
• Mental health and peer support – Wayne reported that this was operational. Consult with CVS for
an update on future recruitment.
• Meal allowance – to be discussed at the monthly meeting with the CE. We agreed that we need
to keep onto AT about how the systems are working.
• AT Long Service and Recognition Medals – these awards are important to VAOs and VAOAT
requests that A.T. administers the system and contacts VAOs when their awards are due for
presentation. The VAO should not have to apply for any awards. Phil will write to Paul Templar
regarding the time frame to submit applications for various medals.
• Code of Conduct – Laura has handed this project over to Phil. Still a work in progress.
• Update of Constitution - Phil briefly outlined a proposed new type of constitution. Phil will circulate
a document to Board members outlining the proposed structure.
• Reintroduction of Regional Representatives – Jack Spinks reported that due to Board member
changes he will reorganise the VAO units that Board members are responsible for contacting.
Jack S reported an increase in incidents at Maydena due to the opening of the new Maydena bike
track.
• Sally Murfet from Volunteering Tasmania (VT) – Project Officer.
VT will be conducting a project involving the recruitment and retention of VAOs seeking the
challenges; issues and barriers to being a volunteer. Sally has had a meeting with Leith, but
wants face to face contact with VAOs state-wide. A survey has been developed and will be
launched shortly via vGate for VAOs to complete. The report will be presented to CE.
Sally informed the meeting of a Liberal Party document which states that they will provide a
volunteer package of $800,000.00 per annum if elected to majority government in March. The
survey will indicate where AT is regarding the standards for volunteers Australia wide. AT will not
have access to any of the survey; only the completed report. vGate is being used as the survey
platform.
• Gathering – seek EOI from VAO units to organize G18 from 10:00 Saturday until Sunday 13:00.
Proposed budget $25,000.00. Jack v to organize contact with units. EOI closes 31 March, 2018.
• AT committees – determine which have VAOAT representation and what other committees we
can join.
• Develop SoDs for VAOs at BSO; rural/remote and CERT stations.
• Jonathon Field – Manager Education unit to be invited to the next Board meeting.

Next Meeting:

Saturday 26 May, 2018 at 10:00. Site: A.T. SHQ auditorium

Wayne Doran
VAOAT Board member
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National Volunteer Week, May 21-27
Message on behalf of the Chief Executive, Ambulance Tasmania
Neil Kirby is currently on leave and I am acting in his capacity as Chief Executive. By the time
National Volunteer Week comes around, Neil will be back in the driver’s seat. In the interests of
meeting First Response’s publication and distribution deadlines, I am drafting this message on
behalf of Neil and all at AT.
National Volunteer Week is an annual celebration to acknowledge the generous contributions of
our nation’s volunteers and an opportunity for the community to say thank you to each and every
one of you.
This year’s national theme is “Give a Little, Change a Lot”. It’s no understatement to say that
our Volunteer Ambulance Officers give a lot, and change even more. Without your commitment, we
simply could not provide the level of coverage and response times that we do, and without your
compassion, we could not change the circumstances of so many in our communities who call on our
ambulance services.
I acknowledge there have been, and continue to be, challenges for AT in delivering the desired
level of support and guidance for our Volunteer workforce. Rectifying issues with our current
Training model is a priority. We appreciate the constructive feedback many of you have contributed
through the various surveys and working groups these past months and we are taking action on this
feedback accordingly. We also appreciate that change may not come as quickly as everyone would
like. Work is being undertaken within the human resources currently available and is progressing
steadily.
Thank you for all that you do for AT, Tasmanian communities and visitors to our state.
Paul Templar, Acting Chief Executive
April 16 2018

The FluTracking Program
The Flutracking Survey for 2018 kicked off again on Monday 30th April. You are invited to sign up
and take part, by doing so you are not only contributing to scientific research, you will be helping to
track influenza in your local community and Australia-wide.
Last year’s survey showed us that the 2017 influenza season had higher levels of influenza-like
illness activity than recent years, but not as high as the 2009 pandemic year. The impact of this
activity has been higher levels of absenteeism in 2017.
• There were 33,829 Flutrackers who completed at least one survey in 2017, compared to 30,998
in 2016.
• Collectively Flutrackers had 46,451days (127 years!) off work or normal duties due to fever and
cough symptoms.
• Twice as many Flutrackers tested positive for influenza in the peak 4 weeks of flu activity in
2017 (4.8%), as compared to 2016.
• The peak week of flu-like illness in 2017 was 20 August.
To sign up and become a Flutracker, or for more information, go to: http://www.flutracking.net
You can also tell your friends about us at: http://www.facebook.com/Flutracking
FluTracking.net is a project of:
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Coordinator Volunteer Strategy - Update
AT’s new Coordinator Volunteer Strategy – a Bio
Jenny Cross joined Ambulance Tasmania in early February, taking the 12m contract position of
Coordinator Volunteer Strategy. You may have seen a brief bio on Jenny via a People and Culture
Update posted on vGate in February. We expand on that brief bio below.
Jenny’s undergraduate degree in Health Sciences led her to an initial career in the health sector
in cardiac rehabilitation and then as a Clinical Perfusionist. She then moved into program
management roles across a range of health and sport-related organisations including the Australian
Olympic Committee where she was part of the ‘behind-the-scenes’ team that prepared the Australian
Team for two Olympic Games. During this time she completed a Diploma in Project Management. A
Masters degree in International Development and more than 15 years in human resources and
project management positions within the international aid and development sector followed. Jenny
has worked with Clean Up Australia, Oxfam, Caritas and Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF).
It is at MSF where she built much of her volunteer-related experience. Jenny was a volunteer
field worker herself before moving into salaried positions within the field human resources
departments at the organisation’s Australian and French headquarters in Sydney and Paris
respectively. In these positions Jenny had oversight of recruitment, onboarding, retention and
development of a portfolio of volunteer field workers from Australia, New Zealand, USA, and a range
of countries in Asia, Africa and Europe, all of whom were deployed globally. She was also part of
MSF’s global team of facilitators and in this capacity she facilitated management training programs
for MSF staff in Uganda, Pakistan, Japan and most recently, the Ivory Coast in West Africa.
Jenny has volunteered in an administration/project management capacity (with both MSF and
other international NGOs) in community development and health projects in Tanzania, Indonesia,
Sierra Leone and Sudan. After growing up in Launceston and then many years living in other parts
of Australia and overseas, she returned to Tasmania in 2017. So far, Jenny has visited Dunalley and
attended a training night at Sorell. She looks forward to ‘getting out and about’ further and meeting
Volunteers, Volunteer Coordinators and Branch Officers in their local stations in order to become
better informed of local challenges (and positives!), and hence be better placed to identify ways to
improve support frameworks.

Tri State Exchange Program
As many of our readers would be aware, Ambulance Tasmania, Ambulance Victoria and the
South Australian Ambulance Service coordinate a 3-way exchange program for Volunteer
Ambulance Officers each year. In 2018, AT is sending 2 Volunteers to spend a week with
Ambulance Victoria in May, and via the VAOAT will host 2 Volunteers from SAAS later in the year.
After a competitive nomination and selection process we are pleased to announce AT’s
participants for the exchange week with AV are Margaret Bricknell and Kaleb Milner. Margaret is a
VAO 4 at Sheffield station and Kaleb, a VAO 2, works at St Helens as his home station and also
provides roster coverage at Scottsdale, George Town and Campbell Town from time to time. Both
candidates addressed the selection criteria well and AT is confident they will represent the
organisation in a professional manner. This program provides the opportunity for Volunteers to
share their experiences of AT’s service model and its Volunteerism model, and learn about these
frameworks within a different ambulance service.
Margaret and Kaleb are in Victoria May 16-21. On their return, Margaret and Kaleb will provide a
report on their exchange experiences and share learnings where possible at each of the station,
regional and state-wide levels.
The selection process was a difficult one and we thank all applicants for taking the time to apply.
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Coordinator Volunteer Strategy - Update
Capturing Learnings – Exchanges, Conferences, Research, Workshops, Other
AT supports and facilitates the participation of Ambulance Volunteers and staff in a range of
activities, two key examples having just been highlighted above. A ‘feedback loop’ for these types of
experiences is vital; we need our participants to feed back to the organisation and we need to
provide opportunities for them to do so. We need our participants to analyse what they have seen,
experienced and learnt and provide ideas and suggestions accordingly. A template is being
developed, with the goal of enabling participants to share their key learnings and associated ideas,
suggestions, and recommendations without feeling overwhelmed at the prospect of writing an
extensive report. Additional efforts will also be made in facilitating opportunities for participants to
share their experiences at face-to-face forums, for example station training nights, Regional
Symposiums, Volunteer Strategy workshops.

Volunteer Ambulance Officer Recruitment and Retention Review – Volunteer
Tasmania
As we communicated via vGate in early March, Volunteering Tasmania is undertaking a project to
review our existing volunteer recruitment and retention processes, assess these against the National
Standards for Volunteer Involvement, and deliver recommendations that will assist AT to address
issues identified and ultimately improve its volunteer recruitment and retention. The project involves
a review of AT’s current volunteer policies and procedures, an online survey for VAOs designed to
build a stronger understanding of their perspectives and experiences related to their recruitment and
management, and direct consultation with both paid and volunteer ambulance officers. We look
forward to receiving a final report from Volunteering Tasmania by the end of June.

Jenny Cross
Coordinator Volunteer Strategy
Operational Support Services
Ambulance Tasmania
Lower Level, 12 Brisbane Street, HOBART TAS 7000
GPO Box 125, HOBART TAS 7001
P +61 3 6230 8010
F +61 3 6230 8573
E jennifer.cross@ambulance.tas.gov.au
W www.ambulance.tas.gov.au

Fun with words
What is unusual about these words?
ASSESS
BANANA
DRESSER

GRAMMAR
POTATO
UNEVEN
Answer below

Two paramedics were dispatched to check
on a 92-year-old man who had become
disoriented. They decided to take him to the
hospital for evaluation.
En route, with siren going, they questioned
the man to determine his level of awareness.
Leaning close, one asked, "Sir, do you know
what we're doing right now?"
The old man slowly looked up at him, then
gazed out the ambulance window. "Oh," he
replied, "I'd say about 80, maybe 85."
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If you move the first letter to the end of each
word it forms the same word backwards

Volunteer Exchange 2017
Letter to Ambulance Tasmania from Margaret McCarthy, Ambulance Victoria
Dear Alistair, Christian, Sue, Rena and all at
Ambulance Tasmania,
It’s been a couple of months now since my
visit and I wanted to touch base, share some of
my photos and some lasting reflections.
First, thank you for being such fantastic
hosts. You welcomed me on a trip of a lifetime
and I am incredibly grateful. I’ve already used a
lot of what I’ve learnt, and it has invigorated me
and team back home already. We’ve started
talking about hosting again, how that and being
on exchange has been good for us. From talking
to Mary at Port Sorell I can see it’s been
beneficial for you too.

It was lovely having Alistair greeting me at
the airport. Our first discussions were around
the airport management planning, and we had
the good luck to meet a Deloraine volunteer who
was flying out that day (Julie, I think) who was
also welcoming. Alistair, I appreciated having a
friendly face and someone so knowledgeable to
oversee the trip. I knew I was in good hands and
this got me off to a good start and you check in
on me and made sure things went well right up
until the end. I began my Ambulance Tasmania
learning journey with the information you gave
me about the structure of the regions and the
strength of volunteering in Tas. I loved the story
about how you transitioned into intensive care
paramedicine and then management from
farming on the West Coast. These life
transitions always are delightful to hear – it
makes so much seem possible.
My time at Deloraine was a delight. Christian,
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you and your family made me very welcome. I
appreciated the time you gave generously
sharing your knowledge and understanding of
your field, and particularly what that meant for
your community. Deloraine is similar to
Daylesford, where I sit now writing while in
between calls on my ACO shift. I learnt to say
Lonnie instead of Launceston and managed to
have quite a few trips over the short time to the
LGH. Having my own branch house gave me a
sense of what it might be like to be a reliever.
The flowers and food in the quarters were a nice
touch (the chocolate went first). I felt right at
home, and also that I could easily have stayed
longer.

Meeting Sue and the team at Port Sorell
gave me the chance to see how CERT run in
Tasmania first hand. The team were great fun
and do an awesome job. I told my own team
about the video you made some time ago - this
has got them talking about doing something
similar. Sue, you and I made it to the Blackwood
Times page 9. (I also wrote to Tony Walker, our

AV CEO about the value of the exchange
program and volunteering for ambulance in
general, as well as to the fabulous support staff
at AV who also worked hard to set this trip up.) I
believe it’s hard to get pictures of you – so I’m
pretty chuffed that I got a couple of goodies –
hope you like these.

The level of patient care we observed was
excellent - personal, professional and caring.
The extremities your landscape presents you
didn’t seem to make things too hard for
anybody – we listened with interest of a Cradle
Mountain extraction in progress the day of the
BBQ which included boats and a long drive
across to hospital – it seemed this wasn’t that
uncommon. Put that with an emergency flight to
the mainland and the logistics are staggering.
Rena, your sunny attitude and flexibility and
ability to work across all the connections made
the trip really smooth. It was interesting hearing
about the thinking behind some of the strategy
ideas for going forward. Sounds like there’s a
lot of good work going on behind the scenes
with volunteering in AT. Thanks for driving us
around, and your great stories along the way.
That last lovely brunch at that raspberry farm
was a treat!

I felt very much at home with you and the
team. Please say a big HI to them from me.
Sue, the connection you had to Deloraine, and
your ability to drive across and meet us, as well
great and similar to how things are with us and
our local branch paramedics, though we are
much closer (only 20 minutes). It was great
seeing that level of support and communication.
Also good to see your skills in action and how
busy you are, much more than we are. Although
my team and others at AV are a little scared by
the single responder idea, I can see how it
works to lift your call out rates and the
assistance it gives to your community.
It was really heartening to hear everyone at
AT describe your careers paths. It’s clear that
there’s no “one size fits all” for entry for
ambulance, and that volunteerism offers all
sorts of support for careers, salaried and
volunteer. It was great being able to travel with
my Victorian counterpart, Duane Bray, and
swap notes.

The gifts from AT were fantastic and
unexpected. I am still making my way through
the lovely pack – the honey was amazing and
there are so many amazing products being
made locally (I’ll be back to sample more!). I
wear my hat whenever I’m out walking. Also,
the gifts from the association were really
appreciated. The t-shirts are colourful and I
shared the extras with my committee and team.
The volunteer book is on my nightstand and I’m
looking forward to some reading soon.
Spending time at the Deloraine branch with
Christian allowed me to see where our
volunteer skills, and perhaps the commitment of
volunteers, are the same and at times a little
different. I was impressed to see a young
volunteer at a shift at branch overnight while
waiting for a job. While there will be times
where I do that at my local ACO branch, I know
if I get a call out there would be an added
incentive of payment for the hours out. As a
CERT we’re at home and give our time freely,
but I don’t think anyone would go out overnight
here and stay someone where else, I could be
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wrong. That part for me was the key difference.
However, I managed to meet and chat to many
training paramedics and volunteer ambulance
officers at LGH, and ask them about their work,
why they did it, how they found it, and I found
many motivations. Some were hoping to get into
paid work, or to back up their chances of a job,
and others really enjoyed volunteering in their
community.
The tour of HQ in Launceston was
impressive. I must say you have one of the best
tea rooms I’ve ever seen! The air wing also had
a view that competed with our one at Essendon,
although we only stayed there briefly before
heading out on calls. It was clear that you really
make the most of the facilities you have and the
way of making sure you have cover with a
limited population and a varied and rugged area.

Tasmania, and South Australian Ambulance
Services, value and appreciate our volunteers,
certainly enough to invest time and energy into
us.
I really enjoyed the volunteer support role
beside ICP with Christian, so much so that I’ve
stepped up my ACO role and learning back
here.
The HQ staff were amazing and the tour
behind the scenes was fascinating. There are
many more at Ambulance Tasmania who I met
and talked to me and patiently answered my
questions, but who I haven’t been able to
mention – the trip was made great not by the
work of one but many. I haven’t been able to
detail all my trip here, but I hope I’ve been able
to share with you some of the lasting details and
the influence it’s had on me so far – and that the
pictures haven’t jumped around too much.
I hope that I have the chance to see you all
again, if you ever have the chance send me an
email:
Margaret.mccarthy@ambulance.vic.gov.au
I hope the exchange continues, as it’s been a
success for me personally and offers huge value
in continuing to the skills and enthusiasm for
first response emergency health care in
Australia.

My final trip was on the last day with the
flight paramedics with Duane. One call was to
an interesting case of a young guy with a
misfiring defib implant – I’ve never seen so
many staff in a cath lab before! Also interesting
to see how LGH deals with the chaos that this
throws in the works (I only saw Alistair calmly
smiling – but I reckon that must have been
some job that day!) The ICPs called me a
“Magnet”, fondly I’m sure. It was the first time I’d
heard the term, and perhaps unfortunately for
those around me, hasn’t been the last in the
past couple of months. To sweeten the deal
(and take the focus off the apparent luck I was
bringing) I donated my AV cap – I hope to see it
on some ICP bushwalking off duty one day.
My time with you all in Northern Region
Tasmania will stay with me as a life highlight –
I’m not a bucket list person, but if I were that
would be on it. I feel privileged to be given the
opportunity to visit and to be treated as an
honoured guest. Thank you. For me the trip has
reinforced that Ambulance Victoria, Ambulance
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I started this letter last weekend on an ACO
shift, and finished this weekend after a CERT
shift yesterday and CERT training all day today.
Volunteering is not only good for our rural and
remote communities in general, it’s very fulfilling
for individuals who might otherwise not have the
chance to access these skills and opportunities,
like me. Sure makes life interesting!
With thanks and best wishes
Margaret McCarthy
Ambulance Victoria, CERT & ACO
Tri-State Exchangee, 2017

Take the next step in your volunteering journey
Volunteers from emergency management agencies are encouraged to apply for the next round of
scholarships. The Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience is administering scholarships on behalf
of the Australian Government for emergency management volunteers to undertake accredited
emergency management vocational or higher education. Scholarship applications open 2 April 2018.
The scholarships are open to Australian citizens or permanent residents who are volunteers in an
emergency management agency. This is your chance to secure up to $12,000 towards your
vocational training or up to $25,000 for higher education.
AIDR encourages applications from Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander volunteers, and those
living in regional and rural areas.
For details on who is eligible to apply and how to prepare your application find out more at the
AIDR website.

Submissions open for 2018 Resilient Australia Awards
The Resilient Australia Awards promote shared responsibility for resilience, celebrating initiatives
that make communities safer and better prepared for hazards and emergencies. The role of
community groups and non-profits in facilitating collaboration was highlighted last year in the highly
commended Flooded Roads Smart Warning System. A partnership between Logan City Council,
Griffith University and social enterprise Substation 33, the project enhanced road safety in times of
flooding through the use of signs powered by recycled laptop batteries.
Submissions are open until 31 May in every state and territory for community, government,
business, school and photography categories. State and territory winners will be considered for
national awards.
The program is proudly sponsored by the Australian Government in partnership with the
Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience and the states and territories.
Visit the AIDR website to find the full guidelines and to apply.
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Dianne Coon – we salute you for your commitment
Dianne has worked tirelessly for the VAOAT
for over twenty years, organising meetings;
compiling meeting minutes and associated
correspondence; liaising with local and national
media outlets; public officer; organising the
Queenstown and Strahan Gatherings which
both had very high success rate and generally
jumping in to work on projects that have an
impact on VAOs and everything that makes the
Volunteer Ambulance Officers Association of
Tasmania (VAOAT) a better organisation.
Dianne is a founding member of the VAOAT
and has played an active part since its inception
in May 1996. Her roles have included:
•
•
•
•
•

Vice President
President
Secretary
Public Officer
Publicity Officer

May 1996 – Nov 1998
Nov 1998 – Nov 2001
Nov 2007 – Nov 2017
Nov 2004 – Nov 2017
Nov 2004 – Nov 2017

Dianne was involved with More Than a Band
Aid project which defined strategies for dealing
with VAO training, uniform, vehicles and support
in recruiting & retaining ambulance volunteers.
This project led onto the Stand Up and Be
Counted project which looked at factors
affecting ambulance volunteers in other
Australian states and New Zealand. Both these
projects were supported by University of
Tasmania.
The only Volunteer Ambulance Officer in
Australia to have direct national representation
on the Australian Emergency Management
Volunteer Forum – AEMVF. This position has
allowed many Tasmanian VAOs to attend the
national Leadership Training Program; because
Di has pushed for our VAOs to register quickly
and take up positions that other states were not
concerned about.
Dianne is also a member of the Australian
Emergency Management Volunteer Forum
(AEMVF), since it started in October 2001
representing all volunteer ambulance officers in
Australia under the banner of the Council of
Ambulance Authorities (CAA).

Dianne with former President Pat Taylor
Another important group which Dianne was
the spokesperson for VAOAT was “Ambulance
2020” created in 2007 after much discussion
and consultation between VAOAT, HACSU and
Paramedics Australia. It was the basis of our
argument with the government over the
introduction of a 'fee for service' model of
charging for ambulance services. It worked,
after much publicity the government decided it
was not a winner and the idea was shelved.
During Di’s time working for the VAOAT there
have been many major events including
delivering the official thank you speech to
government ministers at the conclusion of the
AEMVF Volunteer Summit.
In 2001 Dianne was awarded the Centenary
Medal “For service to the community” through
the Tasmanian Volunteer Ambulance Officers
Association.
The Centenary Medal commemorates 100
years of federation and acknowledges the
challenges of the new century by recognising
citizens and other people who made a
contribution to Australian society or
government.
Dianne was awarded Life Membership of the
VAOAT for her dedication to VAO issues and
the progression of the VAOAT.

Dianne represented VAOs at two CAA
conferences during her involvement with
ambulance services.

In the Australia Day Honors list 2004, Di
received the Ambulance Service Medal for
distinguished service to her local community
and service to the VAOAT.

Dianne attended the EMS Conference on the
Gold Coast in 1997, where she, as a
representative of the first ambulance volunteer
association in Australia (VAOAT), presented a
paper on “How to do it”.

Dianne was always seeking ideas to allow
VAOs to meet and share the various aspects of
being a volunteer. In 2008 her brainwave
moment was organizing a Volunteer Gathering
which was held at Weindorfers in Gowrie Park.
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This event funded by the VAOAT, gave
volunteers the opportunity to meet for a
weekend of learning and laughter.

night. Volunteers are encouraged to dress up for
them and Dianne has been a source of great fun
with the various costumes created for the night.

Our Gatherings continue to be held annually
at different venues across the state. The
Gatherings are quickly booked out and allow
volunteers from all over Tasmania to meet their
fellow volunteers to exchange and share ideas
and make and renew friendships. A highlight of
the weekend is the themed dinner on Saturday

One of the major works completed by Di was
the Fantasy Ambulance, based on the concept
of 'If Ambulance had all the money it requires,
and no political, beauracratic, legislative
impediments, what would things look like'. Very
thought provoking.

Lesley Green – we salute you for your commitment
Lesley is one of those rare people who will
get in and help other people in many ways. This
was quite evident at our Weindorfer's Gathering,
when Lesley asked how she could help. The
VAOAT certainly took up this offer and Lesley
joined the Board and took on the position of
Treasurer.
In this position Lesley continued the previous
Treasurer’s work and implemented different
systems to ensure we knew what was
happening with your money, by seeking out the
best financial returns on our investments.
Lesley developed a data base to track all
membership details.

reimbursement for travel and assist with the
association’s sales of clothing and other items.
Lesley’s roles included:
• Board member 2008 - 2010 & 2016 - 2017
• Treasurer
2010 - 2016
Being a treasurer of any group is not easy,
but with Lesley’s determination the VAOAT grew
to be a greater organisation.

During the annual Gatherings, Lesley took on
the role of receiving the bookings; allocating
rooms; organizing the catering; checking in
VAOs upon their arrival. During the Gatherings
Lesley would ensure VAOs received

Deb van Velzen - we salute
you for your commitment
Deb joined the Board in 2015 and with
background knowledge of government she
became involved with aspects of the VAOAT
business plan. Deb was always eager to assist
with the VAOAT Gatherings in many ways.
Deb chose to research our Board setup with
similar volunteer organisations and worked with
the Tasmania Fire Service volunteers. Deb
covered aspects of TFS volunteer’s relationship
with TFS management about ongoing funding
for volunteer groups; communication;
consultation; representation on various TFS
committees; recognition and conferences. All
these topics are similar to VAOAT and VAOs.

L-R: Cheryl Wilson with Deb & Lesley

Laura Leworthy - we salute
you for your commitment
Laura joined the board in
2016 and although there for a
short time Laura brought
young ideas to the
association. Her enthusiasm
was of benefit to all Board
members. Laura worked
extensively on the outcomes
of the business plan.
Laura was also involved in
the Gatherings working a
multitude of tasks, which
highlighted her work ethic.

On behalf of all VAOs in Tasmania and members of the VAOAT Board THANK YOU Dianne,
Lesley, Deb and Laura for being an integral part of this association; part of your local VAO group
and dedicated people who made an immense commitment to looking after VAOs.
Wayne Doran
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AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF EMERGENCY SERVICES
(Tasmanian Division)
Congratulations to all nominees and winners
Kevin Daly – Winner of the 2017 7HOFM Volunteer Emergency Service Award
“Kevin has been a long time volunteer with both the TFS (Tasmania Fire Service) and AT
(Ambulance Tasmania). He is now a full time employee of AT, as Branch Station Officer,
Triabunna. He attends blocks of four days on and four days off, but even when he is home
on his days off he is always the first to attend, as a volunteer, any incidents that the
Dunalley volunteers are called out to 24 hours and 7 days a week. He is a great trainer and
mentor to all volunteers and tirelessly makes himself available to assist.
For many years before this he was a Ambulance Volunteer where he showed the same
dedication to his community as he does as paid staff.
Also, for the last 30 years Kevin has volunteered with the TFS at Dunalley where he
attained the rank of Brigade Chief as well as most other positions within the Brigade. Again,
Kevin shows the same zeal as a firefighter, mentor, trainer to members of the Fire Service
as he does to the Ambulance service.
Kevin is always quick to make all newcomers feel
welcome and takes new recruits under his wing to help
train them.
Some of the major incidents Kevin has been involved in
as a volunteer with both Fire and Ambulance are: Dunalley
fires and Port Arthur Massacre to name just two.
Jeff Caldwell”

Kevin with the
PJ PARSSEY MEMORIAL
AWARD runner up award.
Kevin with Alan from 7HOFM
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PJ Parssey Memorial Award Winner - Jack Van Dalen
Jack commenced as a Volunteer Ambulance Officer in 2002 at Tullah on the remote west
coast of Tasmania and quickly established himself as a valued member of the Tullah group,
providing many hours of service and willingly assisting in any way possible. He was and is
proactive in seeking learning opportunities to improve his ability to serve his patients and the
community.
With the decrease in Ambulance Volunteers numbers on the west coast, Jack's
dedication and skills have become invaluable.
For the past several years he has, for the majority of time, been the only volunteer
serving there, not only at Tullah but also at the nearby community of Rosebery. Jack has
operated the service at Tullah, responding to cases on his own and skillfully and
professionally managing these cases, some of them serious, until support has arrived. This
scarcity of volunteers has often led to him assisting the Zeehan-based Paramedic to transfer
patients from other parts of the west coast to the Regional Hospital at Burnie.
Jack's extraordinary commitment to his community plays an important role in ensuring
that Tasmania's west coast receives the best possible ambulance service. This dedication
earned him the Ambulance Service Medal in 2014, from which the above information is
sourced.
Source:
www.gg.gov.au/australia-day2014-honours-lists

Jack with his 7XS & PJ PARSSEY MEMORIAL AWARD
with Annie McKay 7XS Manager & Ron Jones
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RSL TASMANIA
EMERGENCY SERVICES VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARD
2017
“I would like to nominate Paul Wilson as RSL Tasmanian Emergency Services Worker of
the Year.
Paul served as a Volunteer Ambulance Officer in Oatlands for 40 years, joining in March
1973. Over that period Mr Wilson has attended countless fatalities, MVAs, medical and psychiatric emergencies, many in stressful and at times tragic situations.
Mr Wilson always conducted himself in a professional and effective manner providing great
support and empathy to his co-workers and patients alike.
Paul’s commitment to the Oatlands Ambulance Service was pivotal to its success over the
past 40 years.
As a volunteer he was at times called out up to 3 times a night.
We have countless specific ambulance call-out that had good outcomes because of Paul’s
contribution.
Yours sincerely,
Dr Robert Simpson”

Paul Wilson receiving the AIES
National Certificate of Commendation
for his tireless work with AT Oatlands.

Congratulations to Dianne Coon for your years of support
to VAOs

Dianne Coon being presented with
her AIES Certificate of
Commendation
by Ron Jones (Tasmanian
President AIES), for contributions
to AT Volunteers
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RSL TASMANIA
EMERGENCY SERVICES VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARD
2017
Congratulations to all nominees and winners
ROBERT JORDAN - NORTH WEST REGIONAL WINNER
Robert Jordan has volunteered for both Ambulance Tasmania and the SES for an incredible 27
years. Since 1990, Robert has served the King Island community with diligence, professionalism and
compassion; attending hundreds, if not thousands of emergencies.
Shortly after starting with the local volunteer Ambulance team, Robert became coordinator, which
means that he has added recruitment, administration and liaison to the list of medical skills he has
acquired over the past decades.
Robert says that he finds the camaraderie from training and working side by side with volunteers
especially rewarding but he also enjoys collaborating with medical professionals on major cases.
The skills and knowledge Robert has acquired in the field of emergency medicine often rivals that
of professionals working in the field but Robert still patiently and enthusiastically trains generation
after generation of recruits, most of whom don’t even understand the basics of First Aid when they
sign up.
Robert has combined his voluntary service with the running of a successful fishing and farming
business on King Island. The amount of time he has donated to his community is incalculable with
almost every King Island family having benefited in some way from the depth of his knowledge and
his willingness to attend to their emergencies regardless of the weather, the time of day and the
complexity of the case.
Robert’s calm demeanour, skill and generosity are irreplaceable with King Islanders dreading the
day he decides to put himself and his own family before the needs of the community.
We thank Robert Jordan, and congratulate him as a most worthy recipient of the RSL Tasmania
Emergency Services Worker of the year award.

The 3 RSL nominees. L-R: Robert Jordan (Winner, North West region),
Peter Morgan (State Winner) & Don Mackrill (Winner, Northern region).
Photos & information supplied by Ron Jones
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New program teaches life-saving CPR training online
Parents and carers can now learn life-saving CPR skills in the comfort of their own home after a new
CPR online training program was launched this week.
The program, CPR Training for Parents, which was developed by The Children’s Hospital at Westmead and generously funded by Endeavour Energy, teaches parents and carers the skills needed to
perform CPR on a baby (under 12 months) and a child. These skills can also be applied to an adult.
It is the first CPR program that is available to the public free of charge.
Dr Fenton O’Leary, Staff Specialist in Emergency, said knowledge of and the ability to perform basic
CPR can be the difference between life and death but it is a skill that is lacking in the community.
“Each year, approximately 25,000 Australians need CPR but alarmingly, only as little as 22% receive
CPR from a bystander.”
“We believe everyone should know how to perform CPR in case of an emergency. This is a lifesaving practice that can significantly increase a person’s chance of survival and it is something that
anyone can learn.”
“This program has been designed for time poor parents who can’t necessarily take half a day to
complete a certified practical training course. We want to make it as easy as possible for parents to
learn the basic skills they need to save a life,” Dr O’Leary said.
The program, which features seven different modules, has been developed according to the latest
Australian Resuscitation Council Guidelines and takes around 90 minutes to complete, although the
modules can be completed in stages.
In addition to covering baby and child CPR, the program also includes modules on helping a baby or
child who is choking or in need of first aid for a burn injury.
While the course does not offer any practical experience, it is hoped that the skills learnt will give
parents the confidence needed to put knowledge into action in an emergency situation.
“Any attempt at CPR is better than no attempt,” Dr O’Leary said.
To access the program, visit cprtrainingforparents.org.au.
MEDIA CONTACT | Sarah Palmer
9845 0512 | sarah.palmer@health.nsw.gov.au

You can keep in touch with Ambulance Tasmania on social media:
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If your child stopped breathing today,
would you know what to do?

RESUS4KIDS online training resource from Westmead Childrens Hospital
The Children's Hospital at Westmead has developed a free online program, ‘CPR Training for
Parents,’ to teach the steps involved in Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) for a baby (aged less
than 12 months) or a child (aged over one year). These steps can also be used on an adult.
The content is taken directly from the Australian Resuscitation Council Guidelines. The DRS
ABCD approach for an unresponsive baby and child used in this program is an international
approach designed to help people remember the steps involved in responding to a collapsed person.
The program does not require you to login and takes approximately 1.5 hours to complete.
Although it can be completed over multiple sessions, we recommend completing each module from
start to finish, as your progress will not be recorded.
The knowledge and skills you learn in this program may SAVE a LIFE. Remember, ANY attempt
at CPR is better than no attempt.
For more information go to: www.cprtrainingforparents.org.au
- from Cheryl Wilson, Sorell VAO

Here’s a bright idea...

Make an instant cupcake / coffee cup carrier
by cutting crosses into a box lid.
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Mental Elf
When things are at their blackest and nothing's going right,
And the goblins come to haunt you in the wee hours of the night.
When someone who is dear to you has suffered some dire fate,
Maybe even passed away, that's when you need a mate.
When you've suffered setback in your home-life or career,
And you've thought of seeking solace in the whisky or the beer.
When your job's been made redundant and there's no end to your strife,
And there's nothing left to live for. No purpose in your life.
That's the time you need one, but a mate's not always there,
When you're at your lowest ebb and needing tender care.
You have no faith in anyone, least of all yourself BUT there is someone to help you. His name is Mental Elf.
He's a funny little fellow and never far away,
Just waiting for a chance to help to brighten up your day.
I've met this little Mental Elf, time and time again
And he's taken up his residence in a portion of my brain.
He's my tactical advisor on how to handle strife,
And I’ll admit quite freely: He’s important in my life.
When something’s praying on my mind, I’m tending to despair,
He comes up with some good advice that helps to clear the air.
My Mental Elf insists that: “It is dangerous to brood,
Not only is it dangerous but people think you’re rude.”
He says you should "Go talk to friends and seek a new perspective,
On matters that concern you. Don’t be too reflective."
"And don't feel so darn guilty for feeling like you do.
Anger, grief and jealousy; they're really nothing new.
Use a bit of commonsense. Take some time to think,
You might not need your valium or recourse to strong drink."
My Mental Elf advises me that I am not unique.
Everybody has a Mental Elf with whom to speak.
"No one on this earth today is free from grief and care,
Now or in the future," says my Mental Elf. "So there."
He says: "Don't be a hermit seek friends with whom to talk.
Eat healthy food. Get some sleep. Go and take a walk.
Find out about some good techniques to help you to relax.
Seek help when you need it, like you do with income tax.”
He's a twinkling little fellow with a great outlook on life,
And he says a sense of humour is an antidote to strife.
He's right. When I look back on life and things were pretty sad,
A bit of timely humour made them not so bad.
So don't let things get desperate. Recognise the signs,
That life's becoming murky. Read between the lines.
Get your life in order. Don't leave it 'til too late,
And say "G'Day” to Mental Elf. Remember, He's your mate.
Col Wilson, Crutchings, Vol 3
Health Yourself, March 1993 - from Cheryl Wilson (VAO Sorell)
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Always have your partner’s back
A long time ago, in another life it seems,
François and I rolled on a call for a patient who
was 75-percent intoxicated and 25-percent
angry and insisted he needed to be seen in an
Emergency Room. We weren’t up for an
argument. We checked his vital signs and then
walked down to the rig. He had refused to be
carried in the stretcher which came as a relief
because he lived in a third-floor walk-up in the
Point.

Mike 'Elwood'
Crowley, 2009

In retrospect, I wish we had strapped him
down on a stretcher. But hindsight is almost
always 20-20 isn’t it?
The patient sat down on the bench seat and I
took a seat at the head of stretcher facing him.
François started rolling quietly towards the
Queen Elizabeth Hospital in NDG.
I was filling out the requisite paperwork and
got to the section reserved for a patient’s
welfare number. If a patient was on welfare, the
cost of the EMS transport would be covered by
the government. So I asked the patient if he was
on welfare.
Apparently he took great umbrage at my line
of questioning.
In a flash he un-clicked his seatbelt and leapt
out of the bench and into my face. He began
punching my face and head viciously with one
hand while trying to crush my cajones with the
other. I screamed out in pain and began trying
to defend myself.
François called in on the radio that we were
in distress and required police assistance
immediately. He got the rig pulled over and then
came running around to the back.
He said that when he pulled the back doors
open he wasn’t sure he could find a way to pull
us apart and that he briefly considered using a
blast from the fire extinguisher to get the
patient’s attention. When François tells the story
he always includes the part about the lights
inside the rig flashing on and off as heads and
fists kept hitting the switches. He said he
couldn’t believe how much damage two people
could do in such a tight space.
He did what all great partners do, he tried to
find a way to have my back. But the patient’s
rage wasn’t affected by me trying to stop him, by
the sudden stop, or by Francois trying to find a
way to separate me from his grip.
What stopped him – just for a momentary

Sharron Codner
& Bob Harrison,
mid 1980s
pause of consideration, and that was all I
needed – was the sight and sounds of another
ambulance arriving on the scene. That ambo
fishtailed around the corner with its siren
screaming, skidded to a stop right behind our
rig, and paramedics Mike Crowley and Bob
Harrison were climbing out while the dust was
still considering whether or not it was time to
settle.
The patient paused with one fist recoiled and
ready for another round. I threw myself at his
slightly off-balance stance and we both went out
the back door of the rig and tumbled to the
pavement where François, Mike, and Bob
subdued him before multiple police cars arrived.
I’ll never forget the sight of Mike and Bob
coming around the corner riding that ambulance
like it was lark’s-vomit-green cavalry. They had
heard the distress call while downtown and had
hauled some serious butt to lend a hand. Mike
said he knew by the tone in François’ voice that
something really bad was going down.
I have no doubt that were it not for the efforts
of other paramedics who had my back, my
career could have ended right there in the back
of that rig.
I got to thinking about that episode in my life
on the street because of a recent phone call
from an old paramedic colleague. He has
successfully transitioned from a career on the
streets to a top-of-the-line Herman Miller chair in
the executive suite of a large corporation.
(Continued on page 22)
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(Continued from page 21)

Scary Old School Surgical Tools

“Just calling to check in on you, brother. I’ve
been reading The Positive Paramedic stories
and loving the visits with you and your life.
We’re a long way from working the big city
streets now but I wanted you to know I’ll never
forget where I come from and if there’s ever a
way to help you or any of the other ‘guys’, I’ll
find it. Partners once, partners forever.”

Bullet Extractor (1500s)
Elongated bullet extractors could reach
bullets embedded deeply in the patient’s body.
Extractors like this one had a screw tip that
could be inserted in the wound and lengthened
to pierce the bullet so that it could be pulled out.

Be well. Practice big medicine.
Hal,
July 26, 2012
NB: Big Medicine is my nod of respect to a First
Nations expression that, roughly translated,
means the right people working together at the
right time will be Big Medicine. I’ve been saying
‘Be well. Practice big medicine’ for as long as I
can remember. It is my own very personal
version of ‘Sawu Bona’, the Zulu greeting which
means ‘I see you’… I see all of you, I see your
good works, I see the difference you are making
in the world.
This article is taken from a Canadian website
(http://bigmedicine.ca) and are the views of the
author and not endorsed by VAOAT or AT.

Vital signs - http://www.surgicaltechnologists.net/
blog/20-scary-old-school-surgical-tools/

I've started a new exercise programme. I do
twenty sit-ups every morning.
That may not sound like a lot, but you can
only hit that SNOOZE button just so many times.

20 WAYS TO TELL YOU’RE GETTING OLDER
• You think “Libido’ is an Italian Pasta
• The tooth fairy has more of your teeth than
you do
• You wake up with that morning after feeling
and you didn’t do anything the night before
• You drink prune juice on purpose
• You start complaining that they are building
car seats too darn low
• You sit down to breakfast and you hear
SNAP, Crackle and POP and you haven’t
poured milk on your cereal yet
• Your Pharmacist calls you by your first name
• Your car battery goes dead because you left
your signal on for 2 weeks straight
• You begin to think of a caravan as one sweet
ride
• You’re sitting on a park bench and a scout
comes up and helps you cross your legs
• Your sex drive suddenly shifts into park
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• Conversations with people your age often
turn into duelling ailments
• You think of a quickie as napping at traffic
lights
• Your back goes out more often than you do
• Many of your co-workers were born the year
you got your last promotion
• You play bingo and you like it
• You light the candles on your birthday cake
and a group of campers show up with
marshmallows
• You have an uncontrollable urge to feed
pigeons in the park
• Lawn care has become a big part of your life
• Last but not least you find “Lists like this”
tasteless and sensitive at your age.
SA Ambulance Service Retired Officers’
Association Inc., Newsletter - September 2015

ALWAYS LAUGH WHEN YOU CAN ... IT'S CHEAP MEDICINE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When fish are in schools, they sometimes take debate.
A thief who stole a calendar got twelve months.
When the smog lifts in Los Angeles U.C.L.A.
The batteries were given out free of charge.
A dentist and a manicurist married. They fought tooth and nail.
A will is a dead giveaway.
With her marriage, she got a new name and a dress.
A boiled egg is hard to beat.
When you've seen one shopping centre you've seen a mall.
Police were summoned to a daycare center where a three year-old was resisting a rest.
Did you hear about the fellow whose entire left side was cut off? He's all right now.
Those who get too big for their pants will be totally exposed in the end.
A bicycle can't stand alone; it's just two tired.
When a clock is hungry it goes back four seconds.
The guy who fell onto an upholstery machine is now fully recovered.
He had a photographic memory which was never developed.
When she saw her first strands of grey hair she thought she'd dye.
Acupuncture is a jab well done. That's the point of it.

The Australian Crossword Club, CrOZworld, September 2017

VAOAT Board 2017/18
Any concerns? - we’re here to help, but before approaching the Association please try
to resolve problems first, via the correct chain of command in your region.
President: Leith McHarry
Ph: 0448 768 836
Email: mcharryle@hotmail.com OR president@tasmanianambulancevolunteers.asn.au
Vice President: Phil Dickinson Ph: 0488 242 651
Email: phil.dickinson@me.com
Treasurer:
Jack Van Tatenhove Ph: 6428 6462 / 0467 546 865
Email: tatenhovejack@hotmail.com OR treasurer@tasmanianambulancevolunteers.asn.au
OR membership@tasmanianambulancevolunteers.asn.au
Secretary: (Acting) Phil Dickinson Ph: 0488 242 651
Email: phil.dickinson@me.com OR info@tasmanianambulancevolunteers.asn.au
OR secretary@tasmanianambulancevolunteers.asn.au
Board members:
Wayne Doran
Ph: 6230 8584 (W)
Fax: 6230 8573 (W) Mobile: 0438 595 697
Email: wayne.doran@ambulance.tas.gov.au
Susan George Ph: 0438 632 649
Email: sgeorge@pyrethrum.com.au
Jan Gursanscky Ph: 0400 589 936
Email: cyoukee@yahoo.com.au

Keith Parker Ph: 0414 670 970
Email: bryn.ynys@bigpond.com
Jack Spinks Ph: 0428 117 512
Email: jax58@bigpond.com
Cheryl Wilson Ph: 6265 3703 M:0439 365 335
Email: cheryl.wilson@ths.tas.gov.au OR
wilscher71@gmail.com
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Just 4 Ingredients
Sausage rolls
INGREDIENTS
500g chicken mince
1 carrot, peeled and grated
¼ cup honey
2 sheets puff pastry
METHOD
1) Pre-heat oven 200°C. Mix together mince,
carrot and honey, seasoning with sea salt
and cracked pepper.
2) Lay a sheet of pastry on a flat surface. Cut
the sheet in half. Spoon the mince mixture
down the centre of each pastry half. Fold the
pastry over the filling, overlapping the edges,
placing the join underneath to enclose. Cut
into 4 short pieces.
3) Place on a baking paper- lined baking tray.
Repeat with remaining pastry and filling.
Bake for 30 minutes or until golden.

Memories
My days of wine and roses all are gone,
For I am old.
No more the quickened breath of expectation,
The happy senses singing, eyes ashine
And feelings all a-bubble with elation,
When I was young and all the world seemed mine
And shone like gold.
The years have flown fast and ever faster;
And days grow cold.
The bubbles leave the wine, the sparkle’s missing;
A quietness fills my heart and soothes my mind;
The smile of memories sweet is filled with comfort
And soft caresses from my family kind,
That me enfold.
I close my eyes and dream, in silent musing,
My tales are told.
The flying years go faster, ever faster,
Like petals from the roses as they fall;
And yet, and yet they bring a quiet contentment
And memories, the kindest gift of all,
When one is old.

Makes 16
Tip: Optional - An easy way to make the recipe
go further is to grate in extra vegies, such as
zucchini and onion. Or simply add 1 grated
apple and ½ cup grated tasty cheese.
***

Pork, apple & red onion burgers
INGREDIENTS
500g pork mince
1 egg, lightly beaten
1 red onion, finely diced or grated
1 medium Granny Smith apple, grated
METHOD
1) Place all ingredients into a medium bowl and
season with sea salt and cracked pepper.
Using damp hands, combine the mixture well
and form into 6 thick patties of equal size.
Place onto a baking tray, cover with cling
wrap and refrigerate for 20 minutes (or until
ready to cook).
2) In a non-stick frying pan over a moderate/
high heat, add patties and
cook for 4 to 5 minutes each
side or until cooked through.
Makes 6
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Irene Watts
An Almost Singing

Fall seven times
stand up eight.
Japanese proverb

1

2

3

4

5

ACROSS
1/ Golden oldie song, Beautiful …
5/ Parcel up
8/ Abrasive, … surface
9/ Great misfortune
11/ Bookie’s price
12/ Bladed rink shoe (3,5)
15/ Planetary path
16/ Fear, apprehension
19/ Enlisting forcibly (6,2)
21/ Eye infection
23/ High army rank
25/ Zodiac’s Scales sign
26/ Car-raising device
27/ Cottoned on

6

7
8

9

11

10

12

13

14
15

16
17

19

18
21

20
22

23

25

24

27

26

WORD SEARCH
How many words of 4 letters or more can you
make from the given letters?
In making a word, each letter may be used
once only. Each word must contain the centre
letter & there must be at least one 9-letter word
in the list. No plurals or verb forms ending in “s”,
no words with initial capitals and no words with
a hyphen or apostrophe
are permitted.

P

The first word of a
phrase is permitted (eg
inkjet in inkjet printer).
Target - 30 words

I

Solution - The Back Page

10 KWIK KWESTIONS

O

1)

T

G

L

A

O

S

Solution - The Back Page

REBUS
Decipher the rebus to find a word.

DEST

Answer - The Back Page

DOWN
2/ Journey there & back, make a … (5,4)
3/ Dull pain
4/ Coax, tempt
5/ Hairpiece
6/ Review of accounts
7/ Bride’s partner
10/ Convince
13/ Versatile
14/ Main meal
17/ Bed cushion
18/ Reimburse
20/ Musical drama
22/ Stars & stripes, eg
24/ Large antelope

Shantung is a plain rough cloth made from
undressed what?
2) What does a fletcher mainly make?
3) What is a blood count?
4) At what age is the Biblical character
Methuselah said to have died?
5) According to the song “Waltzing Matilda”
were did the jolly swagman camp?
6) Which famed French singer regretted
nothing?
7) Where was the Man in the Iron Mask
imprisoned?
8) And who wrote about that character in his
novel published in 1847?
9) Name the Icelandic island created by a
volcanic eruption in 1963.
10) In which year were X-Rays discovered?
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Answers to 10 KWIK KWESTIONS
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Silk
Arrows
The number of cells in
a certain volume of
blood
969
By a billabong, under
the shade of a
coolibah tree

Solution to KWIK KROSS

6)
7)

Edith Piaf
The Bastille,
Paris
8) Alexandre
Dumas
9) Surtsey
10) 1895

Answer to REBUS
Destiny
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